
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
One of Us Lying by Shalini Boland 
Tia never harmed anyone. So why does someone want to destroy 
her? 
Tia is walking home with her children, along the lakeside of their 
quiet, safe town, when she realises something is wrong with her 
five-year-old daughter, Rosie. She seems troubled, not at all her 
usual happy self. 
But when Tia finally coaxes Rosie to open up, she wishes she 
hadn’t. Because her sweet daughter asks a question Tia never 
thought she’d hear. 
‘Why did you kill someone?’ 
Tia knows how rumours spread around her small town. She just 
can’t understand who would have shared such a horrible story. Or 
why. 
It can’t have anything to do with what happened. Only her two best 
friends really remember that. 
Tia thought she could trust Fiona and Kelly with her life. They’ve 
been through so much together. But when she’s sent photos of 
herself that could tear her whole life apart, she starts to wonder. 
Someone is determined to punish her. But who? And will her friends 
stand by her, or will the past destroy all of their lives? 

 

War of the Wolf by Bernard Cornwell 
A hero will be forged from this broken land. 
As seen on Netflix and BBC around the world. 
Lord Uhtred of Bebbanburg knows that peace is far from reach. 
Though he has won the battle for his ancestral home, rebellion 
looms in Mercia and invading Norsemen appear at every turn. 
With the country in turmoil, Uhtred comes face-to-face with King 
Skull, a violent Norseman leading an army of úlfheðinn, or wolf 
warriors, hell bent on seizing a kingdom and killing any in his path. 
Surrounded and outnumbered by new enemies, Uhtred must call 
on all his skill and courage to survive, and prevent his beloved 
Northumbria from falling to the Viking hordes. 
 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/War-Wolf-Last-Kingdom-Book-ebook/dp/B07C9Z5LMM/ref=sr_1_1?crid=O8B5RJUIFEXA&keywords=War+of+the+wolf&qid=1693926005&s=books&sprefix=war+of+the+wolf,stripbooks,1265&sr=1-1


 

The Invasion of the Tearling by Erika Johansen 
With each passing day, Kelsea Glynn is growing into her new 
responsibilities as Queen of the Tearling. By stopping the shipments 
of slaves to the neighbouring kingdom of Mortmesne, she crossed 
the Red Queen, a brutal ruler whose power derives from dark magic, 
who is sending her fearsome army into the Tearling to take what is 
hers. And nothing can stop the invasion. 
But as the Mort army draws ever closer, Kelsea develops a 
mysterious connection to a time before the Crossing, and she finds 
herself relying on a strange and possibly dangerous ally: a woman 
named Lily, fighting for her life in a world where being female can 
feel like a crime. The fate of the Tearling and that of Kelsea’s own 
soul may rest with Lily and her story, but Kelsea may not have 
enough time to find out. 

 

The Book of Two Ways by Jodi Picoult 
Who would you be, if you hadn't turned out to be the person you 
are now? 
Dawn is a death doula, and spends her life helping people make 
the final transition peacefully. 
But when the plane she's on plummets, she finds herself thinking 
not of the perfect life she has, but the life she was forced to 
abandon fifteen years ago - when she left behind a career in 
Egyptology, and a man she loved. 
Against the odds, she survives, and the airline offers her a ticket to 
wherever she needs to get to - but the answer to that question 
suddenly seems uncertain. 
As the path of her life forks in two very different directions, Dawn 
must confront questions she's never truly asked: What does a well-
lived life look like? What do we leave behind when we go? And do 
we make our choices, or do our choices make us? 
Two possible futures. One impossible choice. 

 

Minnie’s Orphans by Lindsey Hutchinson 
The Fitch children are finally safe, after they and their friends were 
rescued from the grim orphanage Reed House by Minnie and Billy 
Marshall. Their children’s home Marshall’s is full of love and 
laughter, and a world away from their terrible ordeal of being sold 
to Una Reed for five shillings. 
There are many more children who still need a home, especially in 
a world where the workhouse is the last option for desperate 
families, and so Minnie makes it her mission to build Marshall’s 
into a refuge for all the waifs and strays. 
But kind hearts can be taken advantage of, and before long, 
Marshall’s in under attack. Can Minnie and Billy keep their family 
together and keep all the children safe, or will they be torn apart 
again. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Invasion-Tearling-Trilogy-Queen-ebook/dp/B00T19UNLW/ref=sr_1_1?crid=ZU15HEYGCUWP&keywords=The+invasion+of+the+tearling+by+Ericka+Johansen&qid=1693926191&s=books&sprefix=the+invasion+of+the+tearling+by+ericka+johanse,stripbooks,734&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Minnies-Orphans-heartwarming-unforgettable-bestseller-ebook/dp/B089KMH8P5/ref=sr_1_1?crid=B8NE143J3GLG&keywords=Minnie's+Orphans+by+Lindsey+Hutchinson&qid=1693926515&s=books&sprefix=minnie's+orphans+by+lindsey+hutchins,stripbooks,738&sr=1-1


 

The Fallen by Eric Van Lustbader 
In a hidden cave in the mountains of Lebanon, a man brings what 
has been forbidden for thousands of years out of the darkness and 
into the light: the Testament of Lucifer.  
In Istanbul, Bravo Shaw, member of a secret Franciscan splinter 
sect, is unearthing the chronicle of a conflict most ancient: the war 
between Good and Evil, waged to a standstill since time 
immemorial.  
But now Lucifer's advance guard, the Fallen, has arisen. All of 
humankind is at risk of being enslaved by the forces of evil. Bravo, 
his ageless confessor Fra Leoni and his blind sister, Emma, are the 
first and last line of defence against the unleashed chaos. But they 
may well forfeit far more than just their lives. 

 

A Sister’s Courage by Catherine King 
Sacrifice 
When her mother passed away, Meg Parker was forced to 
sacrifice her chance at love for the sake of her family. She hopes 
she will be able to live a full life once again after her father 
remarries - until tragedy strikes a second time. Suddenly, Meg is 
facing a darker future altogether. 
Struggles 
Lady Alice Langton is travelling the Yorkshire Dales, spreading the 
suffragette message. Florence Brookes, the daughter of a 
prosperous grocer, accompanies her, impassioned by the cause 
but seeking distraction from her own troubles. Appalled by their 
lack of domestic skills, Meg decides to flee her old life and joins 
the two women as their maidservant as they make their way to 
London. 
Strength 
When Meg is reunited with her old flame, she is hesitant about her 
feelings for him - not least because of the rift this causes between 
her and Lady Alice. It's not until Florence's actions land them in 
jeopardy that Meg realises she must find the courage to make a 
heart breaking choice. 

 

Paris Echo by Sebastian Faulks 
American academic Hannah and runaway Moroccan teenager 
Tariq have little in common, yet both find themselves haunted by 
the ghosts of Paris. 
'Superb... Weaves winningly between the present and the Second 
World War, between Tangier and Paris' Observer 
Hannah listens to the extraordinary witness of women living under 
the German Occupation of World War Two and finds a city 
bursting with clues, connections and past love affairs, while in the 
migrant suburbs Tariq is searching for a mother he barely knew. 
Urgent and deeply moving, Paris Echo asks how much we really 
need to know in order to live a valuable life. 
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fallen-Testament-Eric-Van-Lustbader-ebook/dp/B0BPCKVC2Q/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3T82RIPI85ZDN&keywords=The+Fallen+by+Eric+Van+Lustbader&qid=1693926661&s=books&sprefix=the+fallen+by+eric+van+lustba,stripbooks,782&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Paris-Echo-Sebastian-Faulks-ebook/dp/B07SNHGHMD/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2B6PCAV19B4YX&keywords=Paris+Echo&qid=1693927052&s=books&sprefix=paris+echo,stripbooks,1563&sr=1-1


 

The Giver by Lois Lowry 
It is the future. There is no war, no hunger, and no pain. No one in 
the community wants for anything. Everything needed is provided. 
And at twelve years old, each member of the community has their 
profession carefully chosen for them by the Committee of Elders. 
Twelve-year old Jonas has never thought there was anything 
wrong with his world. But from the moment he is selected as the 
Receiver of Memory, Jonas discovers that their community is not 
as perfect as it seems. 
It is only with the help of the Giver, that Jonas can find what has 
been lost. And it is only through his personal courage that Jonas 
finds the strength to do what is right. 
The Giver is the award-winning classic of bravery and adventure 
that has inspired countless dystopian writers as the forerunner of 
this genre. 

 

The Legacy Peaky Blinders by Carl Chinn 
The Peaky Blinders as we know them, thanks to the hit TV series, 
are infused with drama and dread. Fashionably dressed, the 
charismatic but deeply flawed Shelby family have become cult anti-
heroes.  
Well-known social historian, broadcaster and author, Carl Chinn, 
revealed the true story of the notorious gang in his bestselling Peaky 
Blinders: The Real Story and now in this follow-up book, he explores 
the legacy they created in Birmingham and beyond. What happened 
to them and their gangland rivals? 
In Peaky Blinders: The Legacy we revisit the world of Billy Kimber's 
Peaky Blinders, exploring their legacy throughout the 1920s and 
30s, and how their burgeoning empires spread across the UK. Delve 
into the street wars across the country, the impact of the declaration 
of War on Gangs by the Home Secretary after The Racecourse War 
in 1921, and how the blackmailing of bookmakers gave way to new 
and daring opportunities for the likes of Sabini, Alfie Solomon and 
some new faces in the murky gangland underworld. 
Drawing on Carl's inimitable research, interviews and original 
sources, find out just what happened to this incredible cast of 
characters, revealing the true legacy of the Peaky Blinders. 

 

Mao’s Last Dancer by Li Cunxin 
The extraordinary memoir of a peasant boy raised in rural Maoist 
China who was plucked from his village to study ballet and went on 
to become one of the greatest dancers of his generation.  
From a desperately poor village in northeast China, at age eleven, 
Li Cunxin was chosen by Madame Mao’s cultural delegates to be 
taken from his rural home and brought to Beijing, where he would 
study ballet. In 1979, the young dancer arrived in Texas as part of 
a cultural exchange, only to fall in love with America-and with an 
American woman. Two years later, through a series of events 
worthy of the most exciting cloak-and-dagger fiction, he defected to 
the United States, where he quickly became known as one of the 
greatest ballet dancers in the world. This is his story, told in his own 
inimitable voice. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Giver-Essential-Modern-Classics-Lowry/dp/0007263511/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1XXF3E6HAG8E0&keywords=The+Giver+by+Lois+Lowry&qid=1693927257&s=books&sprefix=the+giver+by+lois+lowr,stripbooks,885&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Peaky-Blinders-notorious-follow-up-Bestseller-ebook/dp/B08CH1ZPY2/ref=sr_1_2?crid=3LVIJNP35CLH9&keywords=Peaky+Blinders+The+Legacy&qid=1693927862&s=books&sprefix=peaky+blinders+the+lega,stripbooks,1611&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Maos-Last-Dancer-Li-Cunxin/dp/0425201333/ref=sr_1_1?crid=21U1ILODGHCXA&keywords=Maos+last+dancer+by+Li+Cunxin&qid=1693929347&s=books&sprefix=maos+last+dancer+by+li+cunx,stripbooks-intl-ship,1213&sr=1-1


 

Fool’s Gold (DVD) 
The comedy adventure Fool's Gold follows Ben "Finn" Finnegan 
(Matthew McConaughey, Ed TV) as an affable, modern-day 
treasure hunter who is obsessed with finding the legendary 18th 
century Queen’s Dowry 40 chests of priceless treasure that was lost 
at sea in 1715. In his quest, Finn has sunk everything he has, 
including his marriage to Tess (Kate Hudson). Just as Tess has 
begun to rebuild her life, working aboard a mega-yacht owned by 
billionaire Nigel Honeycutt (Donald Sutherland, Commander In 
Chief), Finn discovers a vital clue to the treasures whereabouts. 
Much to Tess’s consternation, Finn manoeuvres himself aboard 
Nigel’s yacht and, using his roguish charm, convinces the tycoon 
and his celebutante daughter, Gemma (Alexis Dziena), to join him 
in the pursuit of the Spanish riches. Even Tess can’t resist the lure 
of finally uncovering the treasure that had eluded them for so long. 
But they are not the only ones after the prize. Finn’s one-time 
mentor, Moe Fitch (Ray Winstone), and a ruthless local gangster 
named Bigg Bunny (Kevin Hart) are intent on beating Finn to the 
trove. Let the treasure hunt begin. 

 

The Hurt Locker (DVD) 
Tense and gritty war film from director Kathryn Bigelow, following 
the lives of an army bomb disposal squad in war-torn Iraq. Having 
to look death in the face daily, the soldiers of an elite ordnance 
disposal team struggle to accept their new sergeant, William James 
(Jeremy Renner), when he risks their lives with his reckless 
behaviour. With the men trying to come to terms with their new 
leader, their patrols become increasingly hazardous, as a sudden 
escalation in the violence leads them to confront the most 
dangerous assignment of their tour.  

 

The Breakup (DVD) 
Comedy starring Jennifer Aniston and Vince Vaughn. When Brooke 
(Aniston) breaks up with her insensitive boyfriend Gary (Vaughn), 
neither of them is willing to move out of their apartment. As each of 
them takes advice from their friends, they decide to start using a 
series of mind games and strategies to try and force the other to 
leave, but before long they discover that they might just be fighting 
to keep their relationship alive. Jon Favreau and Vincent D'Onofrio 
also star. 

 

The Simpsons Movie (DVD) 
The Springfield citizenry has every reason to be out for Simpson 
blood. The calamity triggered by Homer has drawn the attention of 
U.S. President Arnold Schwarzenegger (voiced by Harry Shearer) 
and Environmental Protection Agency head Russ Cargill (voiced 
by Albert Brooks). "You know sir," Cargill tells the president, "when 
you made me head of the EPA, you were applauded for appointing 
one of the most successful men in America to the least successful 
agency in government. And why did I take the job? Because I’m a 
rich man who wanted to give something back. Not the money, but 
something." That "something" is a devil’s plan to contain the 
disaster. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fools-Gold-DVD-Matthew-McConaughey/dp/B0014VOAYG/ref=sr_1_1?crid=I8TZFL4NOHLN&keywords=Fool's+Gold&qid=1694000318&s=dvd&sprefix=fool's+go,dvd,1393&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Hurt-Locker-Re-sleeve-DVD/dp/B019DX8NHG/ref=sr_1_4?crid=2P3CZXQ5CDT7I&keywords=The+Hurt+Locker&qid=1694000411&s=dvd&sprefix=the+hurt+lock,dvd,1514&sr=1-4
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Break-Up/dp/B0142W6JYC/ref=sr_1_9?crid=3R6SF6DZ9KRMJ&keywords=The+Breakup&qid=1694000626&s=dvd&sprefix=the+breakup,dvd,984&sr=1-9
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Simpsons-Movie-DVD-Dan-Castellaneta/dp/B000V7ZME6/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3NBFFURTAPMU2&keywords=the+simpsons+movie&qid=1694077473&s=dvd&sprefix=the+simsons+mov,dvd,2063&sr=1-1


As the fates of Springfield and the world hang in the balance, 
Homer embarks on a personal odyssey of redemption seeking 
forgiveness from Marge, the reunion of his splintered family, and 
the salvation of his hometown. 

 

The Hunchback of Notre Dame (DVD) 
A Walt Disney animated musical inspired by the Victor Hugo classic. 
Quasimodo, the bell ringer of Notre Dame, has been kept locked up 
in the cathedral since the time of his birth. Now a young man, 
Quasimodo ventures down into the streets for the first time and 
takes part in the Festival of Fools celebration. But the crowd begin 
to victimise him because of the way he looks, and he is only rescued 
by the similarly outcast Esmeralda, a beautiful gypsy dancer. 
Quasimodo and Esmeralda then team up to combat a government 
minister's sinister plans and to try and bring a little kindness to the 
streets of Paris. 

 

Once Upon A Forest (DVD) 
In this rousing, magical adventure filled with whimsy, laughter and 
charm, a host of fun-loving characters takes you on an unforgettable 
journey in a land called Dapplewood. One day, three Furling friends, 
Abigail the wood mouse, Edgar the mole and Russell the hedgehog, 
find their tranquil lives greatly disrupted. A chemical spill has 
destroyed Dapplewood and their young friend Michelle becomes 
seriously ill from the toxic fumes. Counting on their own ingenuity 
and the skills they learned from their teacher Cornelius, they take 
off on an exciting, but dangerous journey to find help for their friend. 
Their wisdom soon pays off and they set about to restore 
Dapplewood to its original splendour. 
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Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday  

09:30 – 13:30 
14:00 - 17:00 

 
Wednesday 

09:30 – 13:30 
 

Saturday 
10:00 – 13:00 

 

Telephone Number: 22580  

Email: Publiclibrary@helanta.co.sh  
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